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Launch first ever  

Indian Karate League   

Where Every Athlete receives  

up to US $ 15000 as salary for 40 days season 
+ Air Fare + Hotel + Food + Local Transport + Visa Fee 



 

July 7, 2015 

Dear Members of World Karate Fraternity, 

  

While UWKF is an initiative to unify all forms of AMATEUR Karate, WPKC (World Professional 
Karate Council) set-up on June 20, 2015 as the sole governing body for professional karate, in 
collaboration with the World Fudokan Federation (WFF) is scheduled to launch first ever 
professional Karate League wherein all the athletes shall be paid salary of up to 15000 US $ for a 
40 days season in India. 

  

Indian Karate League (IKL) is traditional karate tournament under a new set of Rules specifically 
developed by Ultimate Karate Pvt Ltd with intellectual property rights protection where Indian 
and foreign athletes compete under diiferent teams auctioned to franchisees. The entire season 
lasts for nearly 40 days in 6 different cities of India. For a quick understanding, it could be 
equated with professional soccer clubs like Manchester United, AC Milan, Munich Byer etc under 
almost identical proceeds.  

 

Athletes can now start registering with IKL for screening and selection. 

  

Sincerely yours; 

 Rajeev Sinha 

Commissioner - IKL 
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Amateur Karate Professional Karate 
Amateur Karate means all forms of karate 
where the athletes receive NO remuneration or 
salary from Federations for competing in the 
tournaments. On the contrary, they bear all the 
expenses for themselves and pay tournament 
fee to compete. 

Professional Karate means all forms of karate 
where the athletes receive HUGE amount of 
money as Match Fee or Salary to compete in its 
tournaments. 
 
All the expenses are sponsored by the 
Federation of Clubs one is assigned to. 

There are over 400 World Federations claiming 
to govern different forms of karate. 

There is only ONE World Federation for 
governing professional Karate recently 
established as WPKC - World Professional 
Karate Council.  

Amateur World Federation Start-up costs are 
approximately 500 US $ only 

Professional World Body Start-up costs are 
approximately US $ 50 Million in 3 years. 

There are over 400 World Championships 
conducted every 2 years where athletes have 
to pay for hotel, food, travel and participation 
fee. 

Every tournament shall be fully sponsored 
where the air-tickets, hotel, food, 
transportation and salary shall be paid. 

UWKF is attempting to unify all the 400+ World 
Federations into One by 2020  
 
 

WPKC shall be launching first such events in 
India under the name of IKL – Indian Karate 
League wherein all the athletes shall receive up 
to US $ 15000 salaries for 40 days season. Team 
composition shall be 50% Foreign & 50% Indian 
athletes  
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